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Subject:  E-FSA Addressable Panel Upgrades: v3.2 CU & v2.0 Firmware 
 
 
There are several enhancements being made to the E-FSA addressable panels and 
configuration utility program (FSA-CU).  The attached release notes will describe in 
detail what the changes are and what needs to be done.  Here are some of the highlights: 
 

• Cross zoning – Can program panel for multiple input activations to occur 
before an output is turned on. 

• Latched outputs – Can program an output, such as a relay, to remain active 
after a system reset.  Would then require a manual restore (program a 
separate switch input) to un-latch.  Often used in HVAC control.  

• Can program smoke detectors to report as a supervisory (instead of alarm). 
Sometimes used in hotel applications when the room smokes should not 
alarm the panel. 

• Programmable sounder bases – Also used in hotel room applications, but 
now can activate multiple SB4U sounders through programming rather 
than using an addressable relay. 

• Programmable relay bases – The RB4U relay base can now be activated 
by a device other than the smoke detector that’s plugged into it. 

• More correlation groups – Now have 199. 
 
The new version (v3.2) of the FSA-CU configuration utility program is available now for 
download at  http://www.edwards-signals.com/index.cfm?pg=400&level=68&fid=14 
(or you can go to www.edwardssignaling.com > Documentation > Fire Panel 
Programming Software).    A separate bulletin will be sent out to notify when panels with 
version 2.0 firmware will be shipping, which should be early in the 3rd quarter of 2010.   
 
The new version of the FSA-CU will also work on all panel firmware versions older than 
2.0.  For many of the new features to work, however, you must use v3.2 of the CU and 
have v2.0 panel firmware. Therefore it is highly recommended that you obtain the latest 
version of the FSA-CU software as soon as possible. 
 

 - E-mail: signaling.techsupport@ge.com 
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Stay tuned for more details on the release of the new panel firmware! 

http://www.edwards-signals.com/index.cfm?pg=400&level=68&fid=14
http://www.edwardssignaling.com/
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1. Introduction 
These release notes contain a summary of the changes made for FSA-CU 3.2 and 
version 2.0 firmware. 

2. Operating system compatibility 
The FSA-CU 3.2 has been tested and is compatible with the Microsoft Windows XP 
and Windows Vista (32-bit) operating systems. This version has not been tested with 



the Windows 7 and 64-bit operating systems. For an important note concerning 
Windows Vista, please refer to the Known Issues section on page 10. 

3. New features overview 
FSA-CU 3.2 includes the following new features: 

• Latching device types for loop controller modules 
• Latching NAC type for notification appliance circuits 
• Correlation group updates 
• In-suite auto signal silence (Canadian Building Code) 
• Separate relay and sounder bases 
• Fast groups for relay and sounder bases 
• Extended user key functions 
• Updated dialer report 
• Corrections from previous release 

Version 2.0 firmware includes the following new features: 

• Latching device types for loop controller modules 
• Latching NAC type for notification appliance circuits 
• Correlation group updates 
• In-suite auto signal silence (Canadian Building Code) 
• Separate relay and sounder bases 
• Fast groups for relay and sounder bases 
• Extended user key functions 

4. Software revisions and compatibility 

4.1. FSA-CU database compatibility 

FSA-CU 3.2 can be used to generate databases for the panels listed in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Panel firmware supported by FSA-CU 3.2 

Version Feature description 

1.2 Initial release 

2.0 199 correlations, in-suite auto signal silence, latching, relay\sounder base groups 
 

To determine the firmware version on your panel: 

1. Press the menu button and choose Reports. 

2. Choose System Configuration. 

3. Choose All. 
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“Version” is the first item listed after the time and date. It will be listed in an 
XX.YY.ZZ format and “Version 01.20.00” is equivalent to “Version 1.2.” 

4.2. Version 2.0 firmware compatibility 

Version 2.0 firmware is not compatible with FSA-CU 3.0 or 3.1. If you have a panel 
with version 2.0 firmware, FSA-CU 3.2 is required. 

5. New in FSA-CU 3.2 

5.1. Latching device types for loop controller modules 

A latching option has been added for output devices and notification appliance 
circuits (NACs). The latching function duplicates in software what was traditionally 
accomplished with hardware. 

Latching functions are typically used for controlling air handlers. Alarm events 
activate relays that shut down the connected air handler. The relay remains latched 
even after the alarm condition that generated this operation has cleared and the 
system has been reset. This ensures that the air handler will remain shut down until 
the latched relays are manually unlatched and restored. A separate input assigned 
either to an input module or to a front panel switch is required to unlatch and reset 
the relays controlling the air handler. 

Modules that can serve as latched outputs have been given new device types for this 
purpose. The following table lists these devices and the new latching device types 
created for them. 

Table 2: Models with new latching device types  

Model New device types 

IDC1A Unlatch Outputs 

IDC1B Unlatch Outputs 

IDC2B Unlatch Outputs 

NAC Continuous Non-Silenceable (Latched) 

NAC Supervised Output (Latched) 

RLY Relay Non-Silenceable (Latched) 

5.2. Latching NAC type 

A new NAC Type selection — Continuous Non-Silenceable (Latched) — has been 
added. NACs configured with this NAC type will latch when activated, similar to the 
latching devices mentioned above. 
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5.3. Correlation group updates 

Number of correlation groups increased to 199 

The number of correlation groups that can be added to a panel has been increased 
from 32 to 199. For a discussion of how this affects panels running version 1.2 
firmware and databases created by FSA-CU 3.0 or 3.1, see “Panels running version 
1.2 firmware” below. 

Correlation group descriptions can now be edited 

You can now change the description assigned to correlation groups, by double-
clicking the Description field in the Correlation Groups selection list. You can enter up 
to 40 characters (including spaces). The description is displayed in the FSA-CU but is 
not written to the panel. 

Activation count property 

An activation count property has been added, to aid in setting up cross-zoning 
applications. A correlation group’s activation count is the number of member 
activations that are required to activate the correlation group. 

In-suite signal silence property 

In-suite signal silence is used in residential complexes to minimize the annoyance of 
false alarms within living quarters. The primary use of this feature is to comply with 
the Canadian Building Code. For more information on this subject, see “5.4. In-suite 
auto signal silence” on page 5. 

Event notifications 

You can now disable one or more correlation groups with a user key. Disabling a 
correlation group generates a “disabled” event that can be sent to the printer or CMS. 
The Correlation dialog box lets you set up message routing for the disable event by 
correlation group. 

User key programming considerations 

User keys are now programmed using correlation groups. If you plan to activate or 
disable a number of devices with a user key, keep the following in mind: Instead of 
adding all the devices to the same correlation group, add the inputs to one 
correlation group, and the outputs to another. Then add both correlation groups to 
the user key. This allows the devices to be controlled by the user key. 

Correlation groups containing both inputs and outputs act as a correlation group, 
activating the outputs whenever the designated number of inputs go active. This may 
not be your intent when grouping devices to be controlled by the user key. 

Panels running version 1.2 firmware 

FSA-CU 3.2 lets you configure up to 199 correlation groups. However panels running 
version 1.2 firmware allow only 32 correlation groups. 
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If you configure more than 32 correlation groups, and then attempt to write this data 
to a panel with version 1.2 firmware, a warning message is displayed. Although you 
can write to the panel, only the first 32 correlation groups will function. 

When projects configured with FSA-CU 3.0 or 3.1 are opened in FSA-CU 3.2, the 
existing members of the user keys are automatically moved into correlation groups 
as outlined in the table below. 

Table 3: How user key members are moved into correlation groups 

User key membership Correlation group to which user key members are added 

User Key 1 inputs 33 

User Key 1 outputs 34 

User Key 2 inputs 35 

User Key 2 outputs 36 
 

After this is done, User Key 1 will be associated with correlation groups 33 and 34, 
and User Key 2 will be associated with correlation groups 35 and 36. 

This same process is applied when reading databases from panels running version 
1.2 firmware. 

This may appear to contradict the earlier statement that correlation groups greater 
than 32 do not function on older panels. The answer is that correlation groups don’t 
actually behave as correlation groups until both inputs and outputs have been 
assigned. The system ignores any correlation group with inputs only or outputs only, 
except for its membership in a user key. 

5.4. In-suite auto signal silence 

In-suite signal silence is used in residential complexes to minimize the annoyance of 
false alarms within living quarters. The primary use of this feature is to comply with 
the Canadian Building Code. In-suite signal silence operates as follows. 

When an input device goes into alarm, evacuation signals activate normally. After a 
minute, evacuation signals in living quarters outside the alarm zone deactivate briefly, 
which gives building personnel time to investigate the problem. Room and hallway 
evacuation signals in the alarm zone, and hallway signals throughout the building, 
remain active. If the alarm is not cleared within a set time, or if a subsequent alarm 
occurs, all signals re-sound. 

5.5. Separate relay and sounder bases 

A detector shares a single address with the relay or sounder base attached to it. 
Though the detector cannot differentiate between relay and sounder bases, FSA-CU 
3.2 and the panel now allow separation of relay and sounders. Each base type 
responds differently to panel events such as drill. 
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All audible and visible notification appliances — including sounders — should follow 
both drill and signal silence operations. However relay bases should not follow 
drill/signal silence operation. 

Notes 

• No “Base type mismatch” trouble occurs if you configure a sounder base as a 
relay or vice versa. 

• When you add sounder bases to the system, the panel reports them as relay 
bases. You must use either the front panel or FSA-CU 3.2 to configure the bases 
as sounders. 

• Autoprogramming the panel resets all configured sounder bases to relay bases 
and requires reprogramming from the front panel or FSA-CU 3.2. 

Base follow options 

FSA-CU 3.0 and 3.1 provided three check boxes for configuring the Follow option, 
which controls how the base operates in conjunction with the detector. FSA-CU 3.2 
has replaced these check boxes with a drop-down list containing five or six choices 
(depending on the base type). These options are extensively covered in the FSA-CU 
Help system. 

If a project configured using FSA-CU 3.0 or 3.1 is opened in FSA-CU 3.2, then the 
previous follow options are automatically changed to match the new follow options. 
The same conversion process occurs if a database is read from a panel with version 
1.2 firmware. 

Table 4 below shows how the original three check boxes correspond to the single 
Follow selection. 

Table 4: Converting devices from panels running version 1.2 firmware 

Follow alarm Follow verify Follow Prealarm New follow option 

X   Alarm 

X X  Alarm and Verify 

X  X Alarm and Pre Alarm 

X X X Alarm and Verify 

 X  Alarm and Verify 

 X X Alarm and Verify 

  X Alarm and Pre Alarm 

   None 
 

The reverse occurs when FSA-CU 3.2 writes a database to a panel with version 1.2 
firmware — the single Follow selection is converted back to the three selections. 
Table 5 on page 7 shows how the conversion is done. Note that when you select 
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“Head,” the Alarm and Verify options are selected automatically, but when you select
“Riser” none of the original check boxes is sele

 
cted. 

Table 5: Converting new follow options to version 1.2 firmware 

New follow option Follow alarm Follow verify Follow prealarm 

Alarm X   

Alarm and Verify X X  

Alarm and Pre Alarm X  X 

Head X X  

Riser    

None    
 

Mapping 

Because the detector can’t differentiate between a relay and sounder base, the map 
does not mark the device with the traditional yellow warning if the actual base is a 
relay and the expected base is a sounder. Furthermore, if you click Accept Actual for 
a device with this condition, the sounder base in the expected data remains a 
sounder. This avoids the need to reprogram sounder bases. 

5.6. Fast correlation groups for relay and sounder bases 

Any detector with a relay or sounder base (except those configured to follow “head” 
or “riser”) can now be added as an output in a correlation group. 

UL/ULC requires alarms to sound within 10 seconds after a fire is detected. This can 
be difficult to achieve in large systems with hundreds of sounders, unless the 
sounders are properly grouped. 

To address this requirement, E-FSA64 and E-FSA250 systems provide 25 high-priority 
correlation groups per loop that can activate all sounders simultaneously. These are: 

• Loop 1: groups 001 to 025 

• Loop 2 (if present): groups 001 to 025 or group group 101 to 125 (user 
configurable). 

In dual loop systems, you can combine devices from loop 1 and 2 in correlation 
groups 001 to 025, or you can separate them and use groups 101 to 125 for 
loop 2. 

For best performance, use fast correlation groups for bulk activations — such as 
entire floors — and save the slower correlation groups for small sets of activations — 
such as individual suites or hotel rooms. 

See “Adding sounder base detectors to fast groups” and “Setting the loop 2 fast 
group range” in the Online Help. 
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5.7. Extended user key functions 

In FSA-CU 3.2, user keys are configured using correlation groups. You no longer select 
devices, NACs, or zones directly when configuring user keys. Instructions are given in 
“Programming user keys” in the Online Help. 

To see how user keys are handled when upgrading old projects or reading from 
panels running firmware version 1.2, see “Panels running version 1.2 firmware” on 
page 4 . 

User key functions have also changed and are documented in the table below. 

Table 6: User key functions 

Function Option Behavior when user key is pressed 

None  User key does not respond. 

Activate  Activates the outputs that belong to the correlation groups 
associated with the user key. 

Disable Members Disables all of the devices, NACs, and zones that belong to the 
correlation groups associated with the user key with an option 
of “Members.” 

Disable Group Disables the correlation groups associated with the user key 
with an option of “Group.” The devices, NACs, and zones that 
belong to the correlation group remain enabled. Disabled 
correlation groups do not activate even if the required number 
of inputs activate. This is typically used to prevent relay and 
sounder bases from sounding. 

Disable Members + Group Disables all of the devices, NACs, and zones that belong to the 
correlation groups associated with the user key with an option 
of “Members + Group.” It also disables the correlation group. 

Restore  Restores the outputs that belong to the correlation groups 
associated with the user key. 

Unlatch  Unlatches all latched outputs in the system. 

5.8. Updated dialer report 

Report changes 

In FSA-CU 3.1, the dialer report showed only the three-digit CID event code. The 
report has been modified to show a nine-digit CID code in QEEEGGPPP format, where: 

• Q = event qualifier (1 for activation events and 3 for restoration events) 
• EEE = event ID code 
• GG = SLC or loop (00 = panel, 01 = SLC 1, and 02 = SLC 2) 
• PPP = point or device address 

Upgrading the panel firmware to version 2.0 

In the panel firmware, system events are numbered sequentially and are ordered by 
function. A new panel event called “Outputs Are Latched” has been added in firmware 
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version 2.0. This addition required an address change to events that follow it in the 
list. 

If you use version 2.0 firmware, you will notice this change when “Outputs Are 
Latched” events are sent to the dialer: The addresses sent to the dialer for all system 
events from “Internal Self Test Fault” and after differ from previous firmware versions. 
This includes NAC and Zone addresses. 

You will not see this change for panels running firmware version 1.2. FSA-CU 3.2 lists 
“Outputs Are Latched” on the Events tab for these projects, but the event is not sent 
to the dialer. No change has been made to system event addresses. 

When to generate a dialer report 

FSA-CU 3.2 can’t determine the panel firmware version until you read or write to the 
panel database. During a read or write operation, FSA-CU 3.2 determines the panel 
firmware version and adjusts system event addressing accordingly. Because of this, 
you should not generate dialer reports until after you have performed a read or write 
to the panel. 

5.9. Corrections 

• The IP address shown on the Communication tab now automatically updates to 
match the panel’s IP address after the project is written to the panel. If you 
change the IP address from the front panel, the IP address listed on the FSA-CU 
Communication tab must remain unchanged until the FSA-CU database is written 
to the panel. Previously, the IP address on the communication would have to be 
manually updated. 

• The level 2 password shown in the FSA-CU now automatically updates to match 
the level 2 password set at the panel, after the project is written to the panel. If 
you change the level 2 password at the front panel, the Level 2 Password 
property shown in the FSA-CU must remain unchanged until the FSA-CU database 
is written to the panel. Previously, the password would have to be manually 
updated. 

• Previously, using a computer set for the French (Canada) region to write to the 
panel caused some system events not to display on the panel LCD. This issue has 
been fixed. 

• Report issues that were caused by filtering by date have been fixed. 

6. Installation and upgrade notes 
We recommend not manually deleting your previous version of the FSA-CU. Rather, 
let the installation program update that version to FSA-CU 3.2. 
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FSA-CU 3.2 is best run on a computer with a resolution of 1024 × 768 (or greater) and 
small fonts. If any other settings are used, some of the FSA-CU dialog boxes will be 
resized and may not function properly. 

7. Upgrading the panel firmware to version 2.0 
If you choose to upgrade an existing system to take advantage of the new features, 
you can accomplish this by ordering the replacement electronics packages. Each 
replacement electronics package contains all necessary parts to replace the base 
system. Option cards are not included and should be transferred from the system 
being replaced. These include: SA-DACT, SA-ETH, SA-232, SA-CLA and optional front 
panel LED annunciators. Table 7 below gives the catalog numbers and lists the 
contents of each replacement electronics package. 

Table 7: Replacement electronics packages 

Catalog number Description 

64ELEC-FSA The package contains replacement parts and electronics for an eFSA 64-point 
panel, including a main board, base plate, user interface, and one loop. 

254ELEC-FSA The package contains replacement parts and electronics for an eFSA 254-point 
panel, including a main board, base plate, user interface and one loop. 

8. FSA-CU Help 
FSA-CU Help requires that you have Internet Explorer 6.0 or greater installed. The 
compiled HTML help file is not compatible with other Web browsers. 

9. Known issues 

9.1. Running FSA-CU 3.2 on the Microsoft Vista operating system 

Some features in FSA-CU 3.2 require the program to be run with higher privileges in 
Vista’s Execution Level scheme. However, if you run at the higher privilege level, the 
following message is displayed. 
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Windows Vista User Account Control dialog box 

 

This is seen because FSA-CU 3.2 is not currently certified with electronic signature 
verification software. This issue will be remedied in a future release. In the meantime, 
select the “Allow” option, and the the FSA-CU will run with full functionality. 

9.2. Running FSA-CU 3.2 on the Microsoft Windows 7 operating system 

If you attempt to run FSA-CU 3.2 on the Windows 7 operating system, do not install 
the application in the default Program Files folder. We know that FSA-CU 3.2 will not 
function if installed in the Program Files folder. 

9.3. Installing over FSA-CU 3.0 or 3.1 

This installation uninstalls any previous installation of the FSA-CU without deleting 
your projects. If you have a previous installation of the FSA-CU, install FSA-CU 3.2 into 
the same folder as the previous installation or you will not be able to see your existing 
projects. 
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10. NFPA 72 testing requirements 
When changes are made to site-specific software, the following shall apply: 

• All functions known to be affected by the change, or identified by a means that 
indicates changes, shall be 100 percent tested. 

• In addition, 10 percent of initiating devices that are not directly affected by the 
change, up to a maximum of 50 devices, also shall be tested and correct system 
operation shall be verified. 

• A revised record of completion in accordance with NFPA standards shall be 
prepared to reflect these changes. 

Changes to all control units connected to or controlled by system executive software 
shall require a 10 percent functional test of the system, including a test of at least one 
device on each input and output circuit to verify critical system functions such as 
notification appliances, control functions, and off-premises reporting. 
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